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1. INTRODUCTION 

Multilayer Co/Cu films and granular alloys of this
system have been enjoying widespread research inter�
est from the time these materials had revealed the giant
magnetoresistance effect (GMR) [1–3]. It was origi�
nally believed that GMR structures based on the
Co/Cu system should possess sharp interfaces, as well
as a high stability, because of the extremely low mutual
solubility of cobalt and copper, which is well seen from
the equilibrium phase diagram [4]. Recent intensive
experimental studies have revealed, however, a rich
variety of structural imperfections, such as mixing at
the interface, mutual diffusion, etc., which can prima�
rily be traced to the technique employed in their prep�
aration and which affect markedly the physical prop�
erties of the material, in particular, the magnitude of
the GMR effect [5]. Even in MBE�grown multilayers,
interface mixing does occur because of the surface
energies of cobalt and copper being different [6–8]. To
better understand the magnetic and magnetic�trans�
port properties of such structures, one has to invoke
quite frequently models based on mechanisms atypical
of an ideal multilayer structure, such as the effect of a
superparamagnetic phase [9], existence of a direct

exchange coupling through pinholes [10], and mag�
netic dipole interaction between asperities of two adja�
cent interfaces [11–13]. However, the possibility of
forming Co–Cu alloys in the above structures did not
practically produce an impact on the models used in
describing the materials obtained. This should prima�
rily be attributed to the extremely low concentration of
cobalt in the Co–Cu alloys prepared in most of such
experiments described by now, and, hence, to the
extremely low magnetic ordering temperature of such
a magnetic phase. It was shown [14] that homoge�
neous Co–Cu alloys are paramagnetic at Co concen�
trations below 25 at % and undergo transition to the
spin�glass state below 20 K and that alloys with Co
concentrations less than 10 at % are paramagnetic
throughout the entire temperature range. Thus, close
to room temperature, i.e., in the temperature interval
of most applied interest for magnetic nanostructures,
the effect of this phase on the magnetic and magnetic�
transport properties of a sample can be safely
neglected. A question can arise of whether this
assumption is always valid? We demonstrate here that
in some cases not only the naive model of a multilayer
structure with perfect magnetic layers is incomplete to
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account for the experimentally observed specific fea�
tures of Co/Cu multilayers, but that the refinement of
this model including in consideration the presence of
a superparamagnetic phase [9] does not provide an
insight deep enough to understand the phenomena
occurring in such structures. Some technological con�
ditions accepted in a sample preparation technique
require taking into account the presence of a supersat�
urated Co–Cu alloy in the composition of the films
studied. 

Multilayer films with ultrathin magnetic layers have
recently become a topic of great research interest
because of their potential in designing high�sensitivity
detectors of weak magnetic fields. Some studies
revealed the possibility of increasing the low�field sen�
sitivity of the GMR effect by using the so�called
“quasi�granular multilayer films,” in which the ferro�
magnetic layers consist of weakly coupled ferromag�
netic grains, as is the case with granular materials [15,
16]. Besides, multilayers with ultrathin magnetic lay�
ers should reduce the probability of pinhole formation
because of the small amount of the magnetic material
they incorporate, which should likewise increase the
low�field sensitivity and the maximum magnitude of
the GMR effect. An improved low�field GMR sensi�
tivity was reported to have been demonstrated in mul�
tilayer Cu(111)/Ag67Co33 samples, in which the
Ag67Co33 layers represented a granular alloy. At a cer�
tain thickness of the copper layer, the magnetic parti�
cles at adjacent interfaces on opposite sides of the Cu
layer featured antiparallel orientation, whereas the
magnetic moments of particles inside the granular
layer were oriented in a random way. The magnitude
and field sensitivity of the effect increased with
decreasing thickness of the AgCo layer because of the
decreasing fraction of inner Co grains in the magnetic
layer. A similar pattern was observed with the quasi�
granular Fe/Ag multilayer layers [18]. A recent study
reported of one more attempt of increasing the low�
field sensitivity of the GMR effect in Co/Ag multilay�
ers with fragmented magnetic layers [19]. 

The Co/Cu system revealed also that the magne�
toresistance hysteresis decreases, and the sensitivity of
the effect grows with decreasing thickness of the cobalt
layer. High values of the GMR sensitivity combined
with low hysteresis were observed [20] in multilayer
structures with very thin cobalt layers (dCo1 = 3 Å)
alternating with thicker (dCo2 = 15 Å) ones. Spizzo et
al. [21] reported on the best magnetoresistance char�
acteristics obtained with dCo = 3–5 Å. With dCo = 3 Å,
the magnetic layers were fragmented, and the system
revealed superparamagnetic properties. For dCo = 4–
5 Å, ferromagnetic order was already observed within
the layers, despite the pattern of the latter still remain�
ing fragmented. These multilayers were prepared at
deposition rates of 0.4 and 0.6 Å/s for Co and Cu,
respectively. At higher deposition rates, of the order of
8 Å/s, one prepared quasi�granular multilayer films

which featured superparamagnetic behavior for dCo =
4 Å [22]. Based on NMR data, Jerdyka et al. [23]
reported on the decomposition of cobalt layers into
clusters at dCo = 6 Å. 

We have to note, however, that formation of an
alloy in the course of preparation of GMR structures
based on the Co–Cu system, as well as the related
aspect of controlling the quality of these structures,
particularly of the thickness and structure of the inter�
face, belong to problems still remaining largely
unsolved. On the one hand, this stimulates an unend�
ing flow of studies aimed at an as complete as possible
elucidation of the processes taking place during syn�
thesis of the GMR structures; on the other, it provides
a stimulus to further progress in development of a via�
ble technology of preparation of granular films, multi�
layers, etc. There was, for instance, a report [24] about
an efficient method of controlling the magnitude of
the GMR effect in Co/Cu multilayer films by modify�
ing the quality of the Co/Cu interface through succes�
sive annealing and bombardment of the film surface by
high�energy ions. 

We discuss here the properties of multilayer Co/Cu
films with ultrathin Co layers prepared by DC magne�
tron sputtering, as well as the problem of a Co–Cu
solid solution formation during sample preparation.
We pay particular attention to the importance of taking
this magnetic phase into consideration in dealing with
the specific features in the magnetic and magnetic�
transport properties of the material under study. 

2. SAMPLE PREPARATION
AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

Multilayer Co/Cu films were prepared by DC mag�
netron sputtering on glass substrates in an Ar atmo�
sphere at room temperature. Two magnetron sources
with cobalt and copper targets were fixed in the vac�
uum chamber such that they were isolated from the
main volume of the chamber with the substrate holder,
and from one another by metallic screens. Deposition
of Co and Cu was effected through windows in the
screen at the times when the substrates fixed to a rotat�
ing holder passed successively the corresponding mag�
netron sources. Thus, the material was deposited on
the substrate only in the immediate vicinity of the
sources. The amounts of the Co and Cu atoms depos�
ited in one sputter cycle were defined by properly
varying the opening of the corresponding window with
a shutter. The base pressure in the chamber was
10⎯6 Torr, and the operating Ar pressure was 2 ×
10⎯4 Torr. The deposition rate was ~3.5 Å/s for both
sources. We prepared a series of samples with a nomi�
nal structure [Co(dCo)/Cu(dCu)]n, where the effective
thickness of the Co layer was dCo ~ 3.5 Å, and that of
the Cu layer, dCu, was varied from 10 to 30 Å in steps of
about 2 Å. The number of bilayers n of a multilayer
structure was the same for all the samples, n = 100. 
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The structure of the samples thus prepared was
studied with a DRON�4 X�ray diffractometer and a
JEOL JEM�2010 transmission electron microscope.
The chemical composition of the films was monitored
by the X�ray fluorescence method, and that of the
films studied by TEM, by energy dispersive spectral
analysis as well. The magnetic characteristics were
studied by means of an MPMS SQUID magnetometer
(Quantum Design). The magnetoresistance charac�
teristics were derived by the standard four�probe tech�
nique and by a method of magnetoresistance measure�
ment in weak AC fields proposed by us earlier [25].
The temperature and field dependences of the resis�
tance, R(T) and R(H)T = const, were probed with a
PPMS instrument (Quantum Design) for studying
physical properties. 

The exact thicknesses of the Co and Cu layers were
calculated from data on the chemical composition of
the films obtained by the X�ray fluorescence method.
It was found that the true thicknesses of the layers
deviate slightly, by ~0.2–0.3 Å, from the values set by
the sputtering conditions. Thus, the effective thickness
of a Co layer ranged within 3.2–3.7 Å. As we shall see
later on, for the samples under study here it is the value
of dCo (rather than that of dCu) that accounts primarily
for their physical properties, so that even slight devia�
tions of dCo translate into noticeable variations in the
fractions of the magnetic phases in a sample. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1. Structural Studies

X�ray diffraction measurements showed the sam�
ples under study to have fcc crystal structure. The lat�
tice parameter calculated from the X�ray studies was
found to fit that of bulk fcc copper. No indication of
the presence of any texture was detected. One likewise
did not detect any additional reflections, or shifts of
those present, which could suggest the presence or
effect of cobalt atoms on the crystal structure of any of
the samples studied. This is in no way an unexpected
finding, if one recalls the total amounts of cobalt and
copper in a film. A more comprehensive investigation
of the structure of the samples was conducted by
TEM. 

The electron microscope studies showed all the
samples to have a similar structure. All films were
nanocrystalline, with a broad grain size distribution,
ranging from very small (~15–20 Å) to the largest
(~150 Å) dimensions. The average grain size was
~80 Å. The electron diffraction patterns likewise were
typical for such materials and featured a set of rings,
whose positions of intensity maxima were in accord
with the fcc structure, with the cell parameter equal to
that of bulk copper. No effect of the presence of Co
atoms on the crystal structure was also revealed. The
width of the diffraction rings was, however, in excess of
the difference between the lattice constants of cobalt,

aCo, and copper, aCu: η =  = 2%. The large

ring width can be readily interpreted in view of the size
effect originating from the presence of a large number
of crystallites with sizes of ~15–20 Å. Thus, while
TEM measurements provide direct evidence for the
presence of an fcc crystallographic phase only, with a
lattice parameter equal to that of bulk copper, one
should not exclude the possibility of existence of other
phases as well, for instance, of grains of pure Co or of
the Co–Cu alloy, which could be obscured by the dif�
fraction rings of the main phase. In view of the method
used to prepare the samples, one could venture a guess
that cobalt deposited in layers with an effective thick�
ness of less than two monolayers forms the smallest
grains of those observed in the images obtained. 

3.2. Magnetic Measurements

Figure 1 shows typical low�temperature loops of
the Co/Cu films (the magnetization M was calculated
for the volume of Co in the sample). One clearly rec�
ognizes the ferromagnetic character of the depen�
dences M(H); however, it is clear that, in the field H =
10 kOe, the magnetization does not reach saturation.
The shape of the hysteresis loops reproduces well the
Stoner–Wohlfarth plot for an ensemble of single�
domain particles with randomly distributed easy mag�
netization axes. The absence of saturation can be
caused by the presence of a paramagnetic phase in the
composition of the samples under investigation, i.e.,
by single Co atoms or small cobalt clusters embedded
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Fig. 1. Typical hysteresis loops of the Co/Cu films studied
at T = 5 K. Composition of Co/Cu films, Å: (1) 3.7/18.7,
(2) 3.3/10.7, (3) 3.2/16.3, and (4) loop for the
[3.7Co/18.7Cu] sample obtained after subtraction of the
paramagnetic phase contribution from the original loop
(see text). 
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in the copper matrix, for which the dependence M(H)
is described by the Langevin law. Figure 2 plots the
temperature dependence of the magnetization for the
particular example of the [3.7Co/18.7Cu] sample
obtained in a field H = 10 kOe. This plot is typical of
all the samples studied. One clearly sees that the mag�
netization rapidly decreases in the low�temperature
region in the vicinity of the liquid�helium tempera�
ture, which can likewise serve as an indication of the
presence of a paramagnetic phase in the sample. 

Figure 3 shows the typical dependences M(H)
obtained at room temperature. All the samples are
seen to reveal the superparamagnetic signature with no
hysteresis and a noticeable magnetization in the field
H = 10 kOe. The differences between the M||(H) and
M⊥(H) field dependences obtained in measurements
in the film plane and along its normal, respectively,
can be traced to the anisotropy in the shape of mag�
netic grains. A typical superparamagnet with spherical
grains and randomly distributed easy magnetization
axes is fully isotropic. In the case of the layer�by�layer
deposition, the clearly pronounced shape anisotropy
of the magnetic grains is in no way unexpected. The
grains are oblate in the direction of the normal, and
the related change in the demagnetizing factor gives
rise to a difference between the curves M||(H) and
M⊥(H) (Fig. 3). 

It is known that superparamagnetic behavior is
characteristic of a system of noninteracting small fer�
romagnetic particles provided the internal energy of
ferromagnetic interaction is much less than the ther�
mal energy, KV � kBT, where K is the anisotropy con�
stant, and V is the particle volume. As a result, sponta�
neous magnetization of a sample is zero at any
moment of time, as is remanence. When a sample is
cooled below the critical point called the blocking

temperature TB, thermal energy becomes negligibly
small, thus permitting the system to be described in
terms of a model of single�domain noninteracting par�
ticles; within the hysteresis loop, remanence and coer�
civity Hc ~ Ha/2, where Ha is the anisotropy field,
appear. The superparamagnetic blocking temperature
TB, which is a measure of the magnetic anisotropy
energy, is quite often determined by comparing the
temperature dependences of magnetization measured
in a weak magnetic field following a preceding cooling
of the sample in zero field (ZFC) and in the field in
which the measurement is conducted (FC—field
cooling). 

Typical ZFC and FC dependences are shown in
Fig. 4. Strange though it may seem, these two curves
do not exhibit visible distinctions. Hence, the naive
model assuming the samples studied to be superpara�
magnetic either breaks down altogether or is incom�
plete. 

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

4.1. Results of Magnetic Measurements

An analysis of the temperature and field depen�
dences of the magnetization leads to the following
conclusions. 

(1) Assuming the presence of a paramagnetic
phase, one can estimate the fraction of Co atoms it is
comprised of, and correct the low�temperature M(H)
loops by subtracting the contribution due to this phase.
The sharp drop of magnetization in the initial region
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Fig. 2. (1) Experimental dependence M(T) for the
[3.7Co/18.7Cu] sample measured in an external magnetic
field H = 10 kOe and possible contributions to magnetiza�
tion due to the (2) low�temperature paramagnetic phase
and (3) all other magnetic phases. 
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Fig. 3. Typical dependences M(H) obtained for Co/Cu
samples of different compositions at room temperature.
The curves M||(H) and M⊥(H) are referenced, respectively,
as p and n. The Co/Cu film structure, Å: (1) 3.7/18.7, p;
(2) 3.7/18.7, n; (3) 3.3/10.7, p; (4) 3.3/10.7, n; (5)
3.2/16.3, p; and (6) 3.2/16.3, n. 
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of the M(T) temperature dependences (Fig. 2) should
obey the Langevin law 

(1)

where μm is the magnetic moment of the paramagnetic
particle, n is the concentration of magnetic moments,

s = , and L(s) is the Langevin function 

By approximating the initial part of the experimental
M(T) curve by function (1), one can derive the contri�
bution due to the paramagnetic phase to the total mag�
netization of a sample (see Fig. 2 for illustration). The
average particle magnetic moment μm can be deduced
from the fitting parameters; the value of μm estimated
in this way was found to lie in the 9–15 μB interval for
all samples, with the effective thickness of the cobalt
layer dCo producing the most essential effect on μm. In
bulk cobalt, the magnetic moment is μCo = 1.85 μB per
atom [26] (μCo = 1.68 μB for fcc Co with the lattice
parameter equal to that of bulk copper); for small Co
clusters embedded into the Cu matrix, however, the
magnetic moment decreases down to 1 μB for a single
atom [27, 28]. Thus, estimation of the average number
of atoms making up clusters yields values ranging from
N1 = 9/1.3 ≈ 7 to N2 = 15/1.5 ≈ 10 atoms, assuming
μCo = 1.3–1.5 μB for clusters of this size. Knowing the
contribution of the paramagnetic phase to the M(T)
curve, we can now estimate the fraction of Co atoms
comprised in this phase. Estimation yields for all sam�
ples values lying within 30–45% of the total amount of
cobalt. This approach, however, can be not accurate
enough, because it assumes decomposition of M(T)

M nμmL s( ),=

μmH

kBT
���������

L s( ) scoth 1
s
��.–=

curves into two components only, the paramagnetic
one, which is described by the Langevin law, and the
ferromagnetic phase, which is saturated (or is close to
saturation) in the low temperature region. In the case
where the real structure of the samples differs from the
model accepted here, the errors associated with the
use of this decomposition should grow; nevertheless,
based on the analysis of all results of the magnetic
measurements (see below), we believe that application
of this model should be valid in our case. The results
obtained will hopefully permit us to arrive at a quanti�
tative evaluation of the phase composition of the sam�
ples studied. 

(2) On subtraction of the contribution due to the
paramagnetic phase, the M(H) curves measured at
helium temperatures take on a typically ferromagnetic
character (Fig. 1). It can be shown that the magnetiza�
tion M for all samples approaches saturation following
the functional dependence M ~ H–2 (Fig. 5). This type
of approaching saturation is characteristic of an
ensemble of single�domain, weakly interacting mag�
netic particles. In this case, the high�field part of the
curve can be described by the law of Akulov [29, 30] 

(2)

where Ms is the saturation magnetization, Ha is the
local anisotropy field, and D is a numerical symmetry
coefficient which in the case of uniaxial anisotropy
assumes the value D = 1/15. Approximating the exper�
imental M(H) curves with function (2), we obtained
values of the local anisotropy field which lie within
Ha ~ 4–5 kOe for all samples, and of the saturation
magnetization varying from 440 to 900 G (here the
magnetization was calculated for the total volume of
cobalt in the sample). Reduction to the volume of Co
making up the ferromagnetic phase (by subtracting the
fraction corresponding to the paramagnetic phase)
yielded the values for Ms within the interval of 800–
1300 G. A comparison of the magnitude of Ms of the
ferromagnetic phase for different samples revealed a
clearly pronounced dependence of Ms on the effective
thickness of the cobalt layer dCo; indeed, the smallest
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependences of the magnetization
obtained in the FC and ZFC experiments conducted in an
external field H = 70 Oe on two samples. Experimental
points obtained in the two regimes coincide, to make the
curves both FC and ZFC simultaneously. 
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Fig. 5. Typical dependence of the magnetization M(H–2)
for the [3.7Co/18.7Cu] sample. T = 5 K. 
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value was obtained for the [3.2Co/16.3Cu] sample with
the thinnest Co layer thickness, and the largest value of
Ms, for the [3.7Co/18.7Cu] sample with the largest value
of dCo among the samples studied. The value of Ms for
the other samples varied between these two values,
depending on dCo. The coercive force grew with
increasing dCu from Hc = 1250 Oe for the
[3.3Co/10.7Cu] sample to Hc =2100 Oe for the
[3.5Co/21.7Cu] sample (Fig. 6). The scatter of experi�
mental points on both sides of the straight line in Fig. 6
originates primarily from the variation in dCo and Ha

among different samples. 

(3) Despite the clearly pronounced superparamag�
netic character of the M(H) curves measured at room
temperature, they defy approximation with the Lan�
gevin function, which most probably should be
assigned to the particles being distributed in size. In
this case, fitting experimental M(H) curves requires
more than one Langevin function. As is evident from
the shape of the M(H) curves (Fig. 3), the distribution
of magnetic particles in size is different for different
samples. Determination of the exact character of this
distribution is anything but a simple problem [31]. As
this was shown earlier (see, e.g., [32]), however, in the
case of a broad scatter in particle size, bimodal distri�
bution is a model that quite frequently suits well in
describing the behavior of a superparamagnetic sys�
tem. Figure 7 illustrates the use of this model for two
samples which differ most in their M(H) dependences
(Fig. 3). 

Because each superparamagnetic particle consists
of a large number of atoms, it can be suggested that the
saturation magnetization of such a particle should
coincide with that of bulk cobalt. Then for the
[3.7Co/18.7Cu] and [3.2Co/16.3Cu] samples (Fig. 7) the
characteristic particle dimensions derived from the
model assuming bimodal distribution will be D1 ≈ 32 Å

(~1.5 × 103 atoms) and D2 ≈ 59 Å (~9 × 103 atoms),
which yields for the ratio of the numbers of atoms
comprised in the corresponding phases N1/N2 ≈ 0.44
for the first sample and D1 ≈ 28 Å (~900 atoms), and
D2 ≈ 58 Å (~8.5 × 103 atoms), N1/N2 ≈ 8 for the second
sample. The above figures permit an estimate of the
blocking temperature as 1/25 of the energy barrier
associated with the magnetic anisotropy energy [32] 

(3)

where KU is the anisotropy constant, and V is the par�
ticle volume. Recalling the value of the uniaxial
anisotropy field Ha ~ 5 kOe derived from an analysis of
the behavior of the M(H) and KU low�temperature
curves approaching saturation, one comes to KU =

. We followed this approach to derive the block�

ing temperatures TB1 and TB2 relating, respectively, to
the systems of “small” and “large” particles, which
were found to be TB1 ≈ 17 K and TB2 ≈ 100 K for the
[3.7Co/18.7Cu] sample, and TB1 ≈ 10 K and TB2 ≈ 95 K
for the [3.2Co/16.3Cu] sample. 

To obtain a physical pattern that would approxi�
mate as close as possible the real structure of the sam�
ples studied, one has to take into account the anisot�
ropy of the shape of superparamagnetic particles, as
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the coercive force of the ferromag�
netic phase on the effective thickness of the copper layer
dCu. T = 5 K. The solid line traces a linear dependence. 
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Fig. 7. Illustration of fitting of experimental curves
M(H)RT by superposition of two Langevin functions corre�
sponding to two main particle sizes. Curve 1: circles are
experimental points for the sample [3.7Co/18.7Cu], and
the solid line indicates the superposition of two Langevin
functions shown separately by curves 2 and 3 for the large
and small particles, respectively. Curve 4: rhombi are
experimental points for the sample [3.2Co/16.3Cu], and
the solid line represents the superposition of two Langevin
functions shown separately by curves 5 and 6 for the small
and large particles, respectively. See text for explanation. 
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well as the possible variation in KU with temperature.
The analysis described in the present Section is aimed,
however, primarily at estimating the parameters of the
superparamagnetic phase and providing an insight
into the problem of the phase composition of the sam�
ples under study. A more comprehensive analysis of
the magnetization curves and exact calculation of the
parameters of the magnetic phases is beyond the scope
of the present paper and is deferred until a later publi�
cation. 

(4) The behavior of the dependences M(T) mea�
sured in the magnetic field H = 70 Oe (Fig. 4) can be
understood by accepting the possibility of formation of
the Co–Cu alloy phase. Indeed, the Curie tempera�
ture of the CoxCu100 – x alloy is below the room tem�
perature for 24 ≤ x ≤ 34 [14]. The low�temperature
M(H) curves described in [14] corresponded to a high
magnetic susceptibility of the alloy in weak fields;
indeed, at H = 70 Oe the magnetization was at least
Ms/2. Obviously enough, the M(T) curves measured in
a field H = 70 Oe reflect the temperature dependence
of the magnetization of this phase. Thus, even above
the blocking temperature of the largest superparamag�
netic particles but below the ordering temperature Tc

of the Co–Cu alloy phase, the system, rather than
being a “pure” superparamagnet, is at least a “mix�
ture” of superparamagnetic and ferromagnetic
regions. An increase in the temperature above Tc

brings about disruption of exchange coupling for the
Co–Cu phase, with the system transferring to the
superparamagnetic phase if TB < Tc. The Curie tem�
perature of the alloy can be extracted from the charac�
teristic slope of the dependences M2(T). The Curie
temperatures estimated in this way range from ~120 to
~250 K for different samples. In all the cases studied,
the inequality TB < Tc was indeed satisfied. One estab�
lished a correlation between Tc and the effective thick�
nesses of the magnetic and nonmagnetic layers;
indeed, it was found that both an increase in dCo and a
decrease in dCu lead to an increase in Tc, and vice versa.
The typical “tail” in the M(T)H = 70 Oe curves above Tc

derives from the response of superparamagnetic parti�
cles, exactly as expected from the Langevin law. The
very high local anisotropy fields of ~4–5 kOe for fcc
cobalt derived from an analysis of the relation describ�
ing the approach to saturation are most probably asso�
ciated with the smallness of the magnetic particles,
because such factors as surface anisotropy and lattice
strains can give rise to a substantial growth of magnetic
anisotropy in the case of small grains. 

4.2. Magnetoresistance

The dependences R(H) measured at temperatures
above Tc of the Co–Cu alloy phase are typical of a
granular alloy with superparamagnetic behavior,
namely, in the field H = 50 kOe (the maximum field
achievable in the experiment) saturation was not

reached. Lowering the temperature below the point of
ordering of the above magnetic phase brought about
the appearance of hysteresis in the R(H) curves, which
became increasingly pronounced with further lower�
ing of the temperature, reaching the maximum value
at the lowest temperature T = 2 K used in these exper�
iments. At T = 5 K, the curves R(H) correlated well
with the dependences M(H) of the corresponding
samples; indeed, the falling and rising branches of the
curves crossed in fields equal to the coercive force
derived from the M(H)T = 5 K curves. At T = 2 K, mag�
netoresistance still did not reach saturation in a field
H = 50 kOe. The typical values of the magnetoresis�
tance effect were found to be MRH = 50 kOe ~ 10–20% at
5 K and 5–10% at 250 K. 

The most interesting results were obtained in mea�
surements of the low�field dependences MR(T) in an
AC magnetic field; indeed, we succeeded in detecting
a clearly pronounced maximum in magnetoresistance
at temperatures practically coinciding with those of
ordering of the Co–Cu alloy phase, which were
derived from an analysis of the dependences
M(T)H = 70 Oe. Figure 8 shows the curves MR(T) of the
samples for which the dependences M(T)H = 70 Oe are
presented in Fig. 4. The difference between the tem�
perature of the maximum in magnetoresistance, Tmax,
and Tc estimated from M(T)H = 70 Oe curves did not
exceed 7 K for all the samples. We believe this result to
provide persuasive support for our earlier assumption
of the presence in the composition of the samples
under study of the Co–Cu alloy phase; in this case, the
maximum of magnetoresistance can be identified with
the temperature of the magnetic phase transition of
the phase of this alloy and attributed to deviation of
the magnetic susceptibility at this point. The slight dif�
ference between the values of Tc obtained from an
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analysis of the M(T)H = 70 Oe and MR(T) curves can be
assigned to the fairly approximate method of Tc deter�
mination employed in the first case, in view of the fact

that the magnetization of the Co–Cu alloy probably
did not reach saturation in the field of 70 Oe, as well as
of the possible effect of other magnetic phases on the
pattern of the M(T)H = 70 Oe curves. For all samples, the
values of Tmax ranged from 130 to 250 K, and were
found to depend on both parameters, dCo and dCu

(Fig. 9). An increase in dCo, as a decrease in dCu,
brought about increase in this temperature, and con�
versely, a decrease in dCo and an increase in dCu

reduced Tmax. The ordering temperature range of the
Co–Cu alloy, 130–250 K, offers a possibility of esti�
mating the Co concentration in the alloy as ~30 at %.
According to the magnetic phase diagram presented in
[14], the ordering temperature Tc ≈ 130 K corresponds
to a Co concentration x ≈ 28 at %, and Tc ≈ 250 K, to
x ≈ 32 at %. The temperature dependences of the elec�
trical resistance R exhibited a clearly metallic signa�
ture by growing linearly with temperature; however,
the R(T) curves had a feature suggesting a change in
the temperature coefficient of resistivity at Tmax. This
coefficient decreased by 5–20% for different samples.
Such a feature can also be expected to appear if a mag�
netic phase transition takes place at this temperature. 

The measured values of Tmax and, accordingly, the
ordering temperatures of the Co–Cu alloy turned out
to be very stable and did not vary with time, thus sug�
gesting a constancy of its composition and physical
properties. The MR(T) curves measured one year after
the sample preparation coincided completely with the
corresponding curves obtained on as�prepared sam�
ples (the samples were stored during this time in nor�
mal conditions, in atmosphere, at a temperature t ~
20°C and humidity of ~50%). By contrast, experi�
ments involving heating brought about totally different
results; indeed, annealing at a temperature t = 100°C
for 15 min resulted in a noticeable decrease in the
magnetoresistance effect in magnitude at Tmax, while
annealing at t = 100°C for 1.5 h culminated in a com�
plete disappearance of the MR peak. Obviously
enough, even at a temperature T = 100°C, the alloy
undergoes decomposition, which leads to the total
segregation of cobalt and copper. 

4.3. Decrease in the Cobalt Layer Thickness dCo

In an attempt to clarify the effect of magnetic layer
thickness on the structure of the samples and their
physical properties, we prepared a [2.9Co/17.6Cu] sam�
ple with the dCo thickness smaller than those in the
samples studied earlier. On this sample, we measured
the same magnetic characteristics as on the others,
and they confirmed that this sample had similar char�
acteristics. While we detected all the three abovemen�
tioned magnetic phases, their parameters and the rel�
ative numbers of Co atoms they were formed of were
different. The major fraction of magnetic atoms was
found to be contained in the smallest magnetic grains
whose blocking temperature TB was close to liquid�
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helium temperature. Therefore, the M(T)H = 10 kOe

curve for this sample could not be unfolded into two
components, as this was done earlier for all samples
with the cobalt layer thickness dCo ~ 3.5 Å (Fig. 10).
The size distribution of the smallest grains for this
sample is certainly much broader, which makes the
naive model based on an average (effective) grain size
invalid. We invoked therefore the bimodal distribution
model. Figure 10 illustrates the bimodal approxima�
tion for the [2.9Co/17.6Cu] sample. The magnetic
moment of the particles estimated from this deconvo�
lution was found to be μm1 ≈ 29 μB and μm2 ≈ 38 μB, and
the number of Co atoms per such a particle was,
respectively, N1 ≈ 18 and N2 ≈ 24. In view of the fairly
extended temperature interval (up to ~50 K) in which
one observed the sharp decrease in the magnetization,
this estimate appears too rough, because a sample can
contain a large number of grains with TB in the 5–
50�K interval, which affect the character of the low�
temperature part of the dependence M(T)H = 10 kOe and
make isolation of the contribution due to the “pure”
paramagnetic phase a formidable problem. For the
same reason, we have not succeeded in subtracting the
contribution of the paramagnetic phase from the
dependence M(H) measured at liquid�helium temper�
ature, which could have permitted us to derive the hys�
teresis loop due to the ferromagnetic phase, as this was
done for the samples with dCo ≈ 3.5 Å. The
[2.9Co/17.6Cu] sample is also characterized by depen�
dences M(H) of the superparamagnetic type at room
temperature, but the grain size deduced from the
bimodal distribution model was found to be D1 ≈ 28 Å
and D2 ≈ 49 Å (to be compared with the corresponding
sizes for the [3.2Co/16.3Cu] sample, D1 ≈ 28 Å and D2 ≈

58 Å), the magnetization in the field H = 10 kOe was
M = 105 G, and the MR(T) curve passed through a
maximum at Tmax = 120 K. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Drawing primarily from the results amassed in
magnetic and magnetoresistance measurements, we
have shown that multilayer Co/Cu films with ultrathin
magnetic layers obtained by magnetron sputtering
have a complex multiphase structure. The main phases
are the paramagnetic phase associated with tiny (a few
atoms altogether) Co clusters, the superparamagnetic
phase originating from large (tens of angstroms) cobalt
clusters, and the low�temperature ferromagnetic
phase of a Co–Cu alloy with a Co concentration of
~28–32 at %. The main parameters of these phases,
such as the size distribution of particles in the para�
magnetic and superparamagnetic phases and the Co
concentration in the Co–Cu alloy phase, just as the
relative concentrations of Co atoms accounting for
these phases, are mediated by the amount of the mate�
rial deposited in one sputtering cycle, which, in its
turn, is connected with the effective thicknesses of the
layers, dCo and dCu. 

A decrease in dCu, and, to a larger extent, an
increase in dCo give rise to the following changes in the
structure and physical properties of the samples stud�
ied. First, it brings about an increase in the number of
Co atoms making up the larger magnetic grains and
the associated increase in the saturation magnetiza�
tion at T = 5 K. Second, this gives rise to a decrease in
the relative number of Co atoms bound in the smaller
grains, and a weakening of the paramagnetic effect at
T = 5 K. And, finally, third, the Co concentration in
the Co–Cu alloy grows and, accordingly, the Curie
temperature of the given phase increases. An increase
in dCu and a decrease in dCo produce the opposite
effect. 

An interesting finding is observation of a strongly
pronounced maximum in the low�field temperature
dependences of magnetoresistance at the temperature
of the magnetic phase transition in the Co–Cu alloy.
Formation of an alloy with a fairly high Co concentra�
tion, which corresponds to the nonequilibrium region
of the phase diagram, is in itself a remarkable effect; it
can be traced to the specific features of the method
employed in our study for sample preparation. 

We have demonstrated that in order to gain a clear
understanding of the physical properties of multilayer
Co/Cu films with ultrathin magnetic layers produced
by magnetron sputtering one should take into account
the presence of the phase of metastable Co–Cu alloy
in these films. 
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the presence of tiny magnetic particles in accordance with
the bimodal distribution model and (4) all other magnetic
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